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VMAC Now Offering Lifetime AirEnd Warranty on all
Air Compressor and MultiPower Systems
VMAC is bringing the best warranty in the business to its customers.
Nanaimo, BC., December 1, 2015  Today, VMAC announced all new VMAC air
compressor and multipower systems now qualify for a lifetime warranty on the air end.
This means that anyone buying a VMAC system can rest assured that at any time
during ownership of their compressor, if there is a manufacturer defect, VMAC will
either fix or replace it.
This gives VMAC customers unprecedented peaceofmind in product performance and
value for investment. The warranty applies to all VMAC UNDERHOOD engine driven
air compressors, RAPTAIR standalone engine driven air compressors and multi
functions, and PREDATAIR above deck hydraulic driven air compressors. So
regardless of the customer's need, VMAC has a lifetime warranty for them. It is the
same compact powerful performance VMAC is known for, now guaranteed for life.
"I believe offering this lifetime warranty on our air ends is the right thing to do," said Jim
Hogan, VMAC president. "We have world class engineering and manufacturing
capabilities and have proven this for many years. It's time to stand by those capabilities
and show our customers that we understand how important their investment is. In
VMAC's 30year history, its name has come to represent trust, service and value, and
implementing this warranty embodies that spirit."
The warranty applies to all new VMAC air compressor and multipower systems
purchased on or after October 1, 2015. To learn more about the terms and conditions of
the warranty, please visit www.vmacair.com/warranty.
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For all inquiries regarding the Lifetime Warranty, please contact:
VMAC Tech Support
18882412289
techsupport@vmacair.com
###
About VMAC
VMAC engineers and manufactures compact, powerful compressed air solutions for clients in
the mobilemechanic, tire service, utilities, mining and gas, and construction industries.
Beginning almost 30 years ago with a contract to design a jet engine for the Canadian military
VMAC has grown into the worldwide leader in manufacturing UNDERHOOD air compressor
systems. These awardwinning systems use less space, are lightweight and powerful. VMAC
is one of only a few companies in North America that completely manufactures its own rotary
screw compressors, and also designs custom solutions for multinational OEM clients. VMAC
has won multiple awards including 75 Best Workplaces in Canada and the B.C. Exporter of the
Year award.
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